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COURSE DESCRIPTION
The Transformation System and Map Projection Lecture will discuss various reference systems used in geomatics. It will discuss also various map
projection systems, especially those used in Indonesia. In this course, we will study in detail about the coordinate system, the coordinate reference frame
and the different coordinate system parameters. Furthermore, concepts will be given regarding the transformation of 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional
coordinates, methods and processes to solve problems related to those transformations. It will also discuss theories and methods of transformation
between coordinate systems and between datum (datum shift).

EXPECTED LEARNING OUTCOME
A Able to apply mathematics, science, and engineering in the fields of geodesy, surveying, hydrography, remote sensing, photogrammetry,
geographic information systems, and cadastral to gain a thorough. understanding of the principles of engineering
C

Able to identify, formulate, analyze and solve problems in the fields of geodesy, surveying, hydrographic, remote sensing, photogrammetry, and
cadastral.

COURSE LEARNING OUTCOME
1 Able to explain and distinguish various coordinate systems which used in the field of geodesy / geomatics
2 Able to explain the concepts of spherical and ellipsoid geometry and perform calculations on spherical and ellipsoid fields
3 Able to explain the concept of a geodetic reference / datum system
4 Able to explain and distinguish types of map projections
5 Able to reduce geodetic size (angle and distance) from the ellipsoid plane to the projection plane / flat plane
6 Able to perform geodetic calculations in the ellipsoid plane and the projection plane / flat plane
7 Able to explain the basic concepts of coordinate transformation and to distinguish various methods of coordinate transformation
8 Able to transform 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional coordinates in the field of geodesy / geomatics
9 Able to explain the concept of transformation between datums and perform calculations of datum transformations
10 Able to transform coordinates between zones in a specific projection coordinate system
COURSE MATERIALS
1 Introduction and Review of Geodesy
2 Coordinate System
3 Spherical and Ellipsoid Geometry
4 Geodetic Datum
5 Map Projection
6 Calculations in the Projection Field
7 Calculations in the Ellipsoid Field (Solving Geodetic Problems)
8 Coordinate Transformation (2D and 3D)
9 Datum Transformation (Datum Shift)
10 Coordinate Transformation between Projection Zones
PREREQUISITE
Cartography, Mathematics 2, Basic Terrestrial Mapping
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